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"These are the main facts about the life

of Muhammad prior to his marriage from the point

of view of the secular historian, and arguments

have been brought against even some of these.

There is also, however, a large number of stories

of what might be called a theological character. It

is almost certain that they are not true in the

realistic sense of the secular historian, for they

purport to describe facts to which we might

reasonably have expected some reference at
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later periods of Muhammad's life; but there is no

such reference. Yet they certainly express

something of the significance of Muhammad for

believing Muslims, and in that sense are true for

them and a fitting prologue to the life of their

prophet."(53)                                                                                        
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 Washington Irving 
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"Life of Muhammad"  Sir William Muer 
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  Dermanghem E. 

  o 






"Neurotics, false mystics and authentic

v isionaries present certain phenomena in

common. The one is purely passive; the other is

active and creative. At the most we might say

that the morbid tendency may facilitate tvances in

their turn, would increase tendency."(62)                   

"Epilectic Fits" 
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"The event which occured in Muhammad's easly

childhood when he was living with Halimah is     

evidence of epilectic." (63)                                   

    


"Edowed with a ref ined mind and

delicate taste, reserved and mediative, he lived

much within himself, and the ponderings of his

heart no doubt supplied occupation for leisure

hours by others of a lower stamp, in rude sports

and profligacy."(64)                                            
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 Maxim Rodinson 




"This is virtually all we know about the

childhood and youngmanhood of the future

Prophet, at least earlier sources before the

proliferation of legends of all kinds grew out of all

reasonable control. Obviously it is not very much,

and we are on very shaky ground. And yet it

would be interesting and, from historical point of

view, extremly valuable to know what kind of
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education he had. Muslim tradition insists that he

had no dealing with thepagan cults of his nature

city. this seems unlikely, and there are clear

indications in his later life to suggest that, like

every - one else, he practised the religion of his

fathers. We are told elsewhere that he sacriticed

a sheep to the goddess al-Uzza. One little known

tradition has him offering meat which, had been

sacrified to idols to a monotheist, who refused it

and rebuked him."(73)                                            

 A. Guillaume  D.S. Margoliouth 


 'Uzza 
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"The names of some of the children

shows that their parents when they named           

them were idolaters."(75)                        




 






 "Abd Manaf" 



"There also seem to have been

`Abdallah, who may infact have been named,

Abd Manaf, in token of respect to the diety

         Manaf."(77)




 Emil Dermengham 
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 Intellectual Dishonesty 
L.G. 

 Wickham

"Margoliouth built up a reputation of

knowing Islamic things better than the Muslems

themselves."(79)


"Supestitionary  "Muhammad and The Rise of Islam" 

 Idolatory"

"of the superstition of the Arabs, which 

differ slightly, if at all, from those of other races,

he (He pbuh) would seem to have imbibed a fair

share."(80)  



 "he would seem to have" 





J. Wethausen 1844-1918 
 "Reste Arabischen Heidentums" 
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"Muhammad confessed to having at one

sacrified a grey sheep to al-'Uzza and probably

did so more than once, since after his mission, he

used to slaughtersheep for sacrifice with his own

hands."(81)                                                     

      

"Prophet once invited Zayd b. `Amr, the

famous monotheist of Makkah, to partake in a

meal prepared with meat offered to idols. Zayd

refused to eat and, that also turned Muhammad

against such food."(82)   

















"We are told else where that he (The
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Holy Prophet) sacrificed a sheep to the goddess

'Uzza. One little known tradition has him offering

meat which had been sacrificed to idols to a

monotheist, no refused it and rebukedhim."(85)    





















"Your nephew slanders our gods, calls

our ancestors to have been misguided and looks

upon us as fools."(88)                                                                             
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 S.A. Nigosian
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"Little is known of the early life of Muhammad."(95)             

  



"Muhammad: Though born within the full

light of history the historical Muhammad

(Muhammad "highly praised" about (570 - 632)

eludes us."(96) 
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